ZOOM
PANTOGRAPH STRIPS FOR CITADIS TRAMWAYS (ALSTOM)

Traction and Transit

CITADIS TRAMWAY
- The world’s most popular tramway system
- 750 V DC supply
- Max speed 100 km/h
- 1 pantograph and 2 carbon strips

MERSEN PRODUCTS:
A RELIABLE AND ECONOMICAL OPTION

ADVANTAGES
- Average lifetime between 80,000 and 120,000 km
- Quality control in accordance with EN50405 (Cenelec)

Mersen also supplies solutions for Earth Return Current Units (ERCU):
- Carbon brushes
- Brush-holders
- Technical assistance
- Training

Carbon brushes for ERCUs

WWW.MERSEN.COM
MERSEN’S SOLUTION: 2 TYPES OF PANTOGRAPH STRIPS IN GRADE P5696

Main pantograph strip
Reference 3-54201

Frost resistant strip
Reference 3-39579

Contact: info.ptt@mersen.com

Drawings and Technical data sheets are available upon request